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Abstract Ratios – Sugar : Butter : Flour by Mass
9 batches of cookies made, 5 chosen as representative of cookie types
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In order to bake the most pleasing cookie,
we need to understand how a cookie’s
ingredients affect its overall shape and
taste. By varying the ratio of sugar to
butter to flour in a cookie, we are able to
change the material properties of the
cookie. We use texture profile analysis
and Weibull strength analysis to quantify
taste factors and define what makes a
“reasonable” cookies
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Since cookies are brittle materials,
Weibull distribution was fitted to
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Cookie Space

• Reasonable cookie region determined by 
taste tests of cookies

• Not enough data to quantify what aspects 
of cookie make it reasonable nor enough 
data to interpolate from results

reported TPA values. Scale parameter
was reported in bar graphs.
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• Reasonable cookie space is surprisingly small
• TPA provides a reasonable quantification for hardness and brittleness, but not chewiness
• For more accuracy, larger load cell and larger compressive probe needed for TPA to get full range of stiffness and 

eliminate need to cut sample

Conclusions


